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Vuokatti Sports Institute
Vuokatti Sports Institute has taught ski instructors since 1953, when 
the first downhill and slalom adviser course was arranged. The first quali-
fied ski instructor examinations were organised in 1965 and at the begin-
ning of the winter season 1971-72, the education of instructors for the 
Finnish National Association of Snowsports Instructors was focused on 
Vuokatti Sports Institute. Since that time Vuokatti has been the main edu-
cation centre for instructors.



Finnish National Association
of Snowsports Instructors
Finnish National Association of Snowsports Instruc-
tors (in Finnish: Suomen Hiihdonopettajat ry, short-
ened: SHOry) was founded on 1966. It has over 1200 
members working as instructors in various snow sports. 
  
Our task is to train instrcutors for alpine skiing, snowboarding, 
telemark skiing, cross-country skiing and adaptive skiing and 
offer various opportunities for further training on internation-
al level.

The Finnish National Association of Snowsports Instructors (FNASI) educa-
tional system has been renewed and adapted to recent scientific concepts 
and theories.
 
Modern theories and concepts of motor learning reject the traditional view 
of ”perfect performance technique” or “optimal template” of movement pat-
tern for all learners. The fundamental attribute in the learning and perfo-
mance of motor skills is the idea of three interacting key constraints; Organ-
ismic constraints refer to person’s individual characteristics such as height, 
weight, genes, connectivity of synapses in brain, motivations or emotions. 
Task constraints include specific rules associated with activity, task goals, 
surfaces or boundary areas such as posts or gates. Environmental con-
straints refer to physical variables in nature like altitude, ambient light, tem-
perature or gravity. Constraints can be seen as boundaries that shape a 
learner’s movement solutions, cognitions and decision-making processes.
 
It's essential, that the instructor must offer “motor problems”, which allow 
individuals time and space to explore and discover coordination patterns 
and make decisions that are most appropriate for their unique constraints. 
It's also crucial from a learning point of view to regard the treatment of 
failures as an important and unavoidable part of the learning process. 
Regarding this, teaching cannot only be the elimination of “mistakes”. 



Each learner perceives environment-based information in-
dividually and adapts movement behaviors according to that in-

formation, meaning that  different surfaces and textures (e.g. snowy 
slopes and terrains) in the environment can afford different actions from 
different people in relation to individual constraints. Therefore, e.g. for a 
novice, the effort to mimic the expert-level demonstration of the instruc-
tor might be fruitless from the perspective of effective learning.
 
The instructor can put these essential principles into practice by altering 
and manipulating key constraints. For example, instructor can organize 
lessons to support the intrinsic motivation (organismic), alter objectives 
(tasks) and adapt the learning environment  (environment). 
 
Traditionally in the teaching of snowsports, the instructor's own technical 
ability and corrective performance feedback has been excessively empha-
sised. In addition to these, the modern understanding and knowledge of 
the learning process highlights the instructor's pedagogic knowledge, in-
teractive skills and especially the ability to motivate students in finding in-
dependent solutions to motor problems. A significant part of the instruc-
tor's professional skills is the ability to adjust and select a learning environ-
ment that make it possible for individualised challenges and for a sufficient 
amount of practice to support the student's learning process. 
 
Although the learning of motor skills is a complicated phenomenon, 
it can be adjusted in a relatively simple manner. Learning paths 
are one tool for this. A fundamental priciple in the 
FNASI training system is that the learning 
paths are only starting points for 
the teaching and without any 
change, they are not nec-
essarily the optimum 
for all students.

Finnish National Association
of Snowsports Instructors



From the perspective of effective learning, the essential
elements for teaching are:

1. Creation of the student's intrinsic motivation
2. Maximising the amount of activity
3. Creation of an effective learning environment
4. Logical progression of teaching
5. Practice of overall performance



Finland
Snowboard
workshop



In our workshop, we will focus on how to plan and put 
into practice a lesson that:

1. Supports the creation of student’s intrinsic motivation

2. Gives tools for an instructor to adjust and select 
a learning environment that make it possible for 
individualised challenges and maximises the amount of 
practice to support the student's learning process.

3. Allows individuals time and space to explore and 
discover coordination patterns and make decisions that 
are most appropriate for their unique and individual 
constraints



Finland Alpine
workshop



In a teaching situation the teacher also plays the role of 
the student

Freestyle as a part of the Finnish Alpine teaching 
programme

Using the surroundings to advantage in all-round skill 
training



Finland Cross-
Country skiing
workshop



New points of view on all-round skill training

There is no right or wrong way, only different methods 
for doing things

What you can do with Alpine skis, you can also do with 
cross-country skis

Cross-
skiing



TOGETHER!LET’S GET 

Levi is  an experinced organizer of large events. Reference 
events include annual  alpine world cup races for ladies and 
men, ski instructors’ world championships and airline world ski 
championships as well as EU ministry meeting.



Bed capacity 24 000 (2015)
»All Interski accommodation within 300 meters from the event 

venue/slopes
»From quality self catering units to high class hotels

Restaurant capacity 15 000 (2015)
»Active night life and evening entertainment
»Both Lappish and international cuisine

Airport 15 minutes from Levi
»Direct flights from Europe and daily flights from Helsinki
»Operated by both Oneworld and Star Alliance

Modern and compact village centre
»All services within walking distance – easy to stay
»Demo slope right in the centre of Levi

Variety of other activities
»Such as snow mobile safaris, husky safaris, reindeer rides, 

snow shoe excursions etc.
Lappish exotic culture and nature



FNASI
Snowboard
team 
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Demoteam
Cross-Country skiing





Yoko Optigrip® is a sensational concept for classic 
skiing. It introduces classic skis that are easy to 
ski and almost maintenance free. Different types of 
Optigrip® skis are made for Racing, Competition,  
Sport and Touring skiers and they offer no-wax 
skis that are guaranteed to suite all levels and con-
ditions of our great sport.

Patented Optigrip® coating is a result of long-term 
product development and thousands of kilomet-
res of testing on skis. It is incredibly durable and 
its function will be guaranteed to last for minimum  
2 000 kilometres. 

Yoko Optigrip® skis are easy to store, handle and 
transport, much because no kickwaxes are nee-
ded. Due to the Optigrip® coating, the skis will not 
stick onto your clothing, gloves, or leave stains 
onto your car interior if transported inside your car.

yoko.fi   |   facebook.com / yokosports

Yoko Optigrip®
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Suomen Hiihdonopettajat

Vuokatintie 22, FI-88610 Vuokatti
Finland

tel. +358 44 3854 121
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FNASI educational and training system background 
 

 

 
The Finnish National Association of Snowsports Instructors (FNASI) 
educational system has been renewed and adapted to recent scientific 
concepts and theories. 
   
Modern theories and concepts of motor learning reject the traditional view of 
”perfect performance technique”  or “optimal template” of movement pattern for 
all learners. The fundamental attribute in the learning and perfomance of motor 
skills is the idea of three interacting key constraints; Organismic constraints refer to 
person’s individual characteristics such as height, weight, genes, connectivity of 
synapses in brain, motivations or emotions. Task constraints include specific rules 
associated with activity, task goals, surfaces or boundary areas such as posts or 
gates. Environmental constraints refer to physical variables in nature like altitude, 
ambient light, temperature or gravity. Constraints can be seen as boundaries that 
shape a learner’s movement solutions, cognitions and decision-making processes. 

 
It's essential, that the instructor must offer “motor problems”, which allow 
individuals time and space to explore and discover coordination patterns and make 
decisions that are most appropriate for their unique constraints. It's also crucial 
from a learning point of view to regard the treatment of failures as an important 
and unavoidable part of the learning process. Regarding this, teaching cannot only 
be the elimination of “mistakes”. Each learner perceives environment-based 
information individually and adapts movement behaviors according to that 
information, meaning that  different surfaces and textures (e.g. snowy slopes and 
terrains) in the environment can afford different actions from different people in 
relation to individual constraints. Therefore, e.g. for a novice, the effort to mimic 
the expert-level demonstration of the instructor might be fruitless from the 
perspective of effective learning. 
 
The instructor can put these essential principles into practice by altering and 
manipulating key constraints. For example, instructor can organize lessons to 
support the intrinsic motivation (organismic), alter objectives (tasks) and adapt the 
learning environment  (environment).  
 



   

 

Traditionally in the teaching of snowsports, the instructor's own technical ability 
and corrective performance feedback has been excessively emphasised. In addition 
to these, the modern understanding and knowledge of the learning process 
highlights the instructor's pedagogic knowledge, interactive skills and especially 
the ability to motivate students in finding independent solutions to motor 
problems. A significant part of the instructor's professional skills is the ability to 
adjust and select a learning environment that make it possible for individualised 
challenges and for a sufficient amount of practice to support the student's learning 
process.  
 
Although the learning of motor skills is a complicated phenomenon, it can be 
adjusted in a relatively simple manner. Learning paths are one tool for this. A 
fundamental priciple in the FNASI training system is that the learning paths are 
only starting points for the teaching and without any change, they are not 
necessarily the optimum for all students. 
 

 
From the perspective of effective learning, the essential elements for teaching are: 

 
1. Creation of the student's intrinsic motivation 
2. Maximising the amount of activity 
3. Creation of an effective learning environment. 
4. Logical progression of teaching 
5. Practice of overall performance 
 
 

 
 



   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


